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Little, George A., Haven Gillespie, and Larry Shay. (You’re in Kentucky) Sure as you’re born. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. New York: Broadway Music Corporation, 1923. Cover design by Frederick S. Manning. 2 copies. Copy 2 missing pages 3-4 of score.


Rodgers, Richard. The surrey with the fringe on top. From the musical play “Oklahoma!” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Words by Oscar Hammerstein, II. New York: Marlo Music Corporation, 1943. Cover design by Holley. 2 copies.


Wenrich, Percy. Sweet cider time, when you were mine! For voice and piano. Words by Joe McCarthy. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1916. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph of the Avon Comedy Four in insert.
Wenrich, Percy. Sweet cider time, when you were mine! For voice and piano. Words by Joe McCarthy. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1916. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph of Sophie Tucker in insert.


Chattaway, Thurland. Sweet Irish rose (From dear old Killarney). For voice and piano. New York: Church, Paxson & Co., 1915. Cover design by De Takaes. 2 copies.

Donaldson, Walter. Sweet Jennie Lee! For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Includes arrangements for E flat alto saxophone (or baritone saxophone) and B flat tenor.


Creamer and Layton. Sweet ‘n pretty (Gee! I wish you were mine). For voice and piano. New York: Broadway Music Corporation, 1918. Cover design by E. E. Walton.


Fitch, Art, Kay Fitch, and Bert Lowe. (I love you—I love you—I love you) Sweetheart of all my dreams. From the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture “Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo.” For voice and


Davis, Benny, and Joe Burke. (All that I’m asking is) Sympathy. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. Professional copy. New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1929.


Clark, Luther A. Take me back to my home sweet home. For voice and piano. Words by Orpha M. Phillips. Toledo, OH: Orpha Phillips, 1922.


De Voll, Cal. Take me back to that shack by the Swanee. For voice and piano. Chicago: McKinley Music Co., 1923. Cover features photograph of Irene Stuart and Mary Stuart in insert.


Osborne, Nat. Take me back to the garden of love. For voice and piano. Words by E. Ray Goetz. New York: Ted Snyder Co., 1911. Cover design by E. H. Pfeiffer. Cover features photograph of Mr. and Mrs. Elsworth in insert.


Van Alstyne, Egbert. The tale the church bells tolled. For voice and piano. Words by Harry Williams. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1907. Cover design by De Takacs. Missing pages; copy consists of front cover and pages 2-4 of score.
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Seymour, Harry. Tell it to Murphy, Sweeney knows it. For voice and piano. Words by Paul Cunningham. Cover design by De Takacs. Cover features photograph of Maggie Cline in insert. Missing pages; copy consists of front cover only.


Weaver, Richard L. Tell me the old, old story, op. 205. For voice and piano. Philadelphia: Joseph Morris, 1908. Cover design by Starmer.


Masters, Frankie. Tell me you do (Fox trot). For voice and piano. Lyrics by Edw. K. House. From the Chicago Sunday Tribune. [s.l.: s.n., s.d.] Cover features photograph of Frankie Masters.


Warren, Harry. Telling it to the daisies (But it never gets back to you). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Lyric by Joe Young. New York: Remick Music Corporation, 1930. Cover design by Leff.


Anderson, Will R. Tessie, you are the only, only, only. For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1902. Cover design by Edgar Keller. Cover features photograph of Stanley Hawkins in insert. 2 copies. Copy 2 missing front cover.


Crawford, Clifton. That little lamb was me (Mary’s li’l lamb). For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1914. Cover design by F. E. J. Cover features photograph of Clifton Crawford in insert. 2 copies.


Von Tilzer, Harry. That old Irish mother of mine. For soprano (or tenor), alto (or baritone), and piano in A flat. Lyric by William Jerome. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1925.


Van, [Gus], [Joe] Schenck, and Henry Lodge. That red head gal. For voice and piano, with chord
features photograph of Gus Van and Joe Schenck in insert. 2 copies.

Meyer, Geo. W. That syncopated boogie-boo. For voice and piano. Words by Sam M. Lewis.
New York: Geo. W. Meyer Music Co., 1912. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph
of Bobby Heath and Ruby Raymond in insert.

Jordan, Joe. That teasin’ rag. For voice and piano, with ad lib. humming obbligato. New York:

Carlo, Monte, and Alma M. Sanders. That tumble-down shack in Athlone. For voice and piano.

Carlo, Monte, and Alma M. Sanders. That tumble-down shack in Athlone. For voice and piano.
Barbelle. 3 copies.

Cobb, George L. That twilight melody. For voice and piano. Words by Jack Yellen. Buffalo,

Vanderveer, Billy. That ukalele band. For voice and piano. Words by Harry Edelheit and Sammy
3-4 of score.

Greenberg, Abner. That wonderful Dengoza strain. For voice and piano. Words by William
Manson Twins in insert.

Osborne, Nat. That wonderful kid from Madrid. For voice and piano. Words by Ballard
MacDonald. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. Inc., 1919. Cover features photograph of
Cissie Ramsden in insert.

Goodwin, Walter. That wonderful mother of mine. For voice and piano in B flat. Lyric by Clyde
Hager. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1918. 2 copies.

William, Bert A. That’s a plenty. For voice and piano. Words by Henry S. Creamer. Chicago:

Kippel, Mickey, and Guy Lombardo. That’s all I ask of you. For voice and piano, with chord

Rotha, M. That’s all I want from you. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. New
Stept, Sam H. (I only know that I love you) That’s all that matters to me. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Herb Magidson. Professional copy. New York: Remick Music Corporation, 1932. 2 copies.


Osborne, Nat. (The song that I heard in my childhood) That’s the song of songs for me. For voice and piano. Words by Joe Goodwin. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. Inc., 1915. Cover design by De Takacs. 3 copies.


Fall, Leo. That’s why lots of people marry (Gonda, liebe kleine Gonda). From the musical “The Girl in the Train (Die geschiedene Frau).” For voice and piano. Lyric by Harry B. Smith. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1910. 2 copies.


Piantadosi, Al. Then I’ll stop loving you. For voice and piano. Words by Joe Goodwin and Joe McCarthy. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1913. 4 copies.


Donaldson, Walter. There must be a silver lining (That’s shining for me): fox-trot song. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen.


Kalmer, Ruby, and Warren. There was nothing else to do. For voice and organ. On reverse of publication, Dixon and Warren, Where the sweet forget-me-nots remember. For voice and organ. New York: Remick Music Corporation, 1929.
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Brymn, Smith, and Burris. There’s a big cry baby in the moon. For voice and piano. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1909. Cover design by De Takacs. 3 copies.


Carroll, Harry. There’s a girl in the heart of Maryland (With a heart that belongs to me). For voice and piano. Words by Ballard MacDonald. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. Inc., 1913. Cover design by Starmer.


Meyer, Geo. W. There’s a little lane without a turning on the way to home sweet home. For voice and piano. Words by Sam. M. Lewis. New York: Broadway Music Corporation, 1915. Cover design by De Takacs. 3 copies.


Elliott, Zo. There’s a long, long trail. For voice and piano in A flat. Includes a marching arrangement of the refrain for voice and piano. Words by Stoddard King. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1915. 2 copies.

Gordon, Mack, and Harry Revel. There’s a lull in my life. From the 20th Century-Fox production “Wake Up and Live.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. New


Diamond, George H. There’s a mother old and gray who needs me now. For voice and piano. Chicago: Harold Rossiter Music Co., 1911.


Solman, Alfred. There’s a Quaker down in Quaker Town. For voice and piano. Words by David Berg. New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1916. Cover design by De Takacs. 4 copies.


Pollack, Lew. There’s always a way to remember but I can’t find a way to forget. For voice and organ. Lyric by Sammy Fain. Original organ arrangement by Walter C. Simon. On reverse of publication, Lew Pollack, I’m away from the world when I’m away from you ‘cause you’re all the world to me. For voice and organ. Lyric by Sidney Clare. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1928. Missing page of score; copy consists of page 2 of There’s always a way and page 3 of I’m away from the world.


Sanders, Joe. L. There’s no one just like you. For voice and piano. Cleveland: Sam Fox Publishing Co., 1924.


Klickmann, F. Henri. There’s only one pal after all. For voice and piano, with optional vocal harmony in the chorus. Lyric by Harold G. Frost. Chicago: McKinley Music Co., 1920.

Marion, Francis. There’s only one sweetheart for me. For voice and piano. Words by Dorothy Browning. Chicago: McKinley Music Co., 1906.


Wendling, Pete. There’s something nice about everyone but there’s everything nice about you. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Arranged by Harry Tiedeman. Words by


Nevins, Morty, Bennie Benjamin, and George Weiss. These things I offer you (For a lifetime). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. New York: Valando Music Corporation, 1951. Cover design by Nick.


Gershwin, George. They can’t take that away from me. From the RKO picture “Shall We Dance.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. New York: Chappell & Co. Inc., 1937. Missing front cover.


Fain, Sammy. They’ll all be there but me. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. Lyric by Irving Kahal. New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1931. Cover design by Cliff Miska. Cover features photograph of Peter Van Steeden in insert.

Fain, Sammy. They’ll all be there but me. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. Lyric by Irving Kahal. Professional copy. New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1931.


Brothers, J. Stanley, Jr., and J. Edwin Allemong. They’re worth more than the world and it’s gold. For voice and piano. Roanoke, VA: Imperial Music Co., 1918.


De Rose, Peter. (You can’t take away) The things that were made for love. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. Words by Charles Tobias and Irving Kahal. New York: Irving Berlin Inc., 1929. Cover design by Leff. Cover features photograph of Aileen Stanley.


Rodgers, Richard. This can’t be love. From the musical comedy “The Boys from Syracuse.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Words by Lorenz Hart. New York: Chappell & Co. Inc., 1938. Cover design by Ben Jorj Harris.


Kern, Jerome, and Dorothy Fields. This is a fine romance. Copy consists of lyrics only. Special radio version. New York: Chappell & Co. Inc., 1936.


Frisch, Al. This is no laughing matter. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Lyric by Van Loman and Martin Block. New York: Martin Block Publishing Co., 1941.

Brown, Lew, and Jay Gorney. This is our last night together. From the Fox picture “Stand Up and Cheer.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Lew Brown. Professional copy. Cleveland: Sam Fox Publishing Co., 1934. 2 copies.

Brown, Lew, and Jay Gorney. This is our last night together. From the Fox picture “Stand Up and Cheer!” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Lew Brown. Chorus only. Cleveland: Sam Fox Publishing Co., 1934.


Parker, Sol, and Henry Sanicola. This love of mine. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Words by Frank Sinatra. Professional copy. New York: Embassy Music Corporation, 1941.


Gordon, Mack, and Harry Revel. This may be the night. From the 20th Century-Fox picture “My Lucky Star.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1938. Cover features photographs of Sonja Henie, Richard Greene, Joan Davis, Buddy Ebsen, and Art Jarrett.


Monaco, Jimmie V. Those good old days back home. For voice and piano. Words by Joe McCarthy. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1916. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph of Sonia Baraban and Chas. C. Grohs in insert.

Monaco, Jimmie V. Those good old days back home. For voice and piano. Words by Joe McCarthy. New York: Leo Feist Inc., 1916. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph of Larry Comer in insert.


Smith, H. Wakefield. Those songs my mother used to sing. For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1914. 2 copies.


Monaco, Jimmie. Through! (How can you say we’re through?). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Lyric by Joe McCarthy. New York: Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble Inc., 1929. Cover design by Pud Lane. 2 copies.


Simons, Seymour. Tie a little string around your finger so you’ll remember me. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1930. 2 copies.


Chapel, Clarence M. ‘Tis a love song that I sing thee (Be my love). For voice and piano. Words by Arthur Gillespie. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1900. Cover features photographs of two unidentified women in insert.


Tis’ the last rose of summer. For voice and piano. New York: De Luxe Music Co., [s.d.]


Ball, Ernest R. To have, to hold, to love. For voice and piano in E flat. Words by Darl MacBoyle. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1913. Cover design by White. Cover features photograph of Miss Marlowe and Mr. Sothern as Romeo and Juliet.


Vallée, Rudy, Al. Lewis, and Al. Sherman. (Let’s drink a drink) To the future! For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by Roy Smeck. New York: Davis, Coots & Engel Inc., 1931.


Ball, Ernest R. Today, tomorrow and forever shall be sweet days of love for me. For voice and piano in E flat. Lyric by Mort Nathan. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1919.


Turk, Roy, and J. Russel Robinson. (I'll be in my Dixie home again) To-morrow. For voice and piano. New York: Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co., 1922. Cover design by Barbelle. 3 copies. Copy 2 missing page 5 of score. Copy 3 missing front cover and page 5 of score.


Klickmann, F. Henri, and E. Clinton Keithley. The trail to long ago. For voice and piano, with arrangement of refrain for male or mixed voice quartet. Lyric by Wm. T. White and Clarence W. Erickson. Chicago: McKinley Music Co., 1922.


Ayres, George. Treat your wife kindly. For voice and piano. New York: Equitable Music Corporation, 1925. Cover features photograph of Fred Hall and his Recording Orchestra in insert.


Wever, Ned, Jean Schwartz, and Milton Ager. Trust in me. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Includes arrangement for piano accordion. Revised edition. New York:


Coward, Noël. Try to learn to love. From the revue “This Year of Grace.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. New York: Chappell & Co. Ltd., 1928.


Meyer, Geo. W. Tuck me to sleep (In my old Tucky home). For voice and piano. Arranged by Chas. N. Grant. Words by Sam M. Lewis and Joe Young. New York: Irving Berlin Inc., 1921. 6 copies.


Friml, Rudolf. The tune you can’t forget. From the musical play “Sometime.” For voice and piano. Lyrics by Rida Johnson Young. New York: G. Schirmer, 1918.


Kern, Jerome. ‘Twas not so long ago (Es war schon damals so!). From the musical play “Sweet Adeline.” For solo voice, SATB chorus, and piano. Words by Oscar Hammerstein, IIInd. New York: T. B. Harms Co., 1929. 2 copies.


Bristow, Frank L. Two little sisters waltz. For two pianos (four hands) and voice. Cincinnati: Geo. B. Jennings Co., 1905.


you are. For voice and organ. Lyric by Mort Dixon. New York: Remick Music Corporation, 1929.


Mencher, Murray. (Yoo-hoo-hoo I’ll call to you) Under your window tonight. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Charles Tobias and Sidney Claire. Professional copy. New York: Famous Music Corporation, 1931. 2 copies.

Mencher, Murray. (Yoo-hoo-hoo I’ll call to you) Under your window tonight. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Charles Tobias and Sidney Claire. New York: Famous Music Corporation, 1931. Cover design by Ben Harris.


Hall, Wendell W. Underneath the mellow moon. For voice and piano. Chicago: Forster Music Publisher Inc., 1922. 4 copies. Copy 4 missing front cover.


Holiner, Mann, Alberta Nichols, Sammy Cahn, Saul Chaplin, and L. E. Freeman. (It will have to do) Until the real thing comes along. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Includes arrangement for piano accordion by Pietro Deiro. New York: Chappell & Co. Inc., 1936. 2 copies.
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Whiting, Richard A. Waitin’ at the gate for Katy. From the Fox musical picture “Bottoms Up.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Lyric by Gus Kahn. Cleveland: Sam Fox Publishing Co., 1934. Cover features photographs of Spencer Tracy and “Pat” Paterson. 4 copies.


Hess, Cliff. Was it love. For voice and organ. New York: Harms Inc., [s.d.].


Hanscom, Joan. Was it only yesterday. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. New York: Keystone Music Co., 1941. Missing front cover.


Ball, Ernest R. Watching the world go by. For one or two voices and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Includes arrangements for solo instruments in C, E flat, and B flat. Lyric by J. Keirn Brennan. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1927. Cover design by Starmer.


Hillebrand, Fred. We go together. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Professional copy. New York: Broadcast Music Inc., 1941.

Woods, Harry. We just couldn’t say good-bye. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by Haia Kāa. New York: Keit-Engel Inc., 1932. Cover design by Frederick S. Manning. 3 copies.


Stept, Sammy. We must have a song to remember. For voice and piano. Words by Bud Green. New York: Al. Piantadosi & Co. Inc., 1919.


Lauder, Harry. We parted on the shore. For voice and piano. New York: Francis, Day & Hunter, 1906. Cover design by Starmer.

Marks, Johnny. We speak of you often. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Lyric by Dedette Lee Hill. Professional copy. New York: Olman Music Corporation, 1939.

Robertson, Dick, Nelson Cogane, and Sammy Mysels. We three (My echo, my shadow and me). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. New York: Mercer & Morris Inc., 1940. 3 copies.

Straus, Oscar. We will always be sweethearts. From the Paramount picture “One Hour with You.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Leo Robin. New York: Famous Music Corporation, 1932. Cover design by Harris. Cover features photograph of Maurice Chevalier.

Acker, Jean (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino). We will meet at the end of the trail. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. Inc., 1926. Cover design by Barbelle. Cover features photographs of Rudolf Valentino and Jean Acker.

Gumble, Albert. We won’t go home until morning, Bill. For voice and piano. Words by Jack Mahoney. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1908. Cover design by De Takacs.


Lauder, Harry. The weddin’ o’ Sandy MacNab; or, The weddin’ bells were ringin’. For voice and piano. New York: Francis, Day & Hunter, 1908. Cover features photographs of Harry Lauder. 2 copies.

Sherman, Al, and Al Lewis. Wedding bells are ringing for Sally (But not for Sally and me). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Professional copy. New York: Phil Kornheiser Inc., 1930.


Levi, Maurice. The wedding of the Reuben and the maid; or, They were on their honeymoon. For voice and piano. Lyric by Harry B. Smith. New York: Rogers Bros. Music Publishing Co., 1901. Cover design by Starmer. 3 copies.


Novello, Ivor. We’ll gather lilacs. For voice and piano. New York: Chappell & Co. Ltd., 1945. Cover design by B. J. H.


Tierney, Harry. We’ll have our good days. From the production “Cross My Heart.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Jos. McCarthy. New York: Harms Inc., 1928.


Friend, Cliff, and Carmen Lombardo. We’ll see it through! For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Professional copy. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1932.

Gumble, Albert. We’re dancing together again. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by Dave Oppenheim. New York: Donaldson, Douglas & Gumble Inc., 1932. Cover design by Leff.


Hall, Wendell. We’re gonna have weather (Whether or not). For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Chicago: Forster Music Publisher Inc., 1925. Cover features photograph of Wendell Hall in insert.


Duganne, J. Mahlon. We’re sailors of the Iowa. From the musical extravaganza “Professor Napoleon.” For solo voice, chorus, and piano. Words by R. Wade Davis. 1908.


Gordon, Ben, Joe Rosenblatt, and Joe Vargas. What good are dreams if I can’t have you. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. New York: Empire Music Co., 1929. Cover features photograph of Rudy Vallée.


[Porter, Cole.] What is this thing called love? For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. [s.l.: s.n., s.d.]. Missing front cover and pages 2 and 5 of score; copy consists of pages 3-4 of score only.


Hull, Claude S. When all the lights are out but the moon. For voice and piano. Chicago: Will Rossiter, 1914. Cover features photograph of Maud Lambert.


Katscher, Dr. Robert. When day is done. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Words by B. G. De Sylva. New York: Harms Inc., 1926. 8 copies.

Howard, Jos. E. When eyes like yours looked into eyes like mine. From the musical comedy “The Girl Question.” For voice and piano. Lyric by Hough and Adams. New York: Chas. K. Harris, 1907. Cover design by Starmer.


Keiser, Robert A. When grandma sings the songs she loved at the end of a perfect day. For voice and piano. Words by Bartley Costello. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. Inc., 1916. Cover design by E. H. Pfeiffer.


Burns, Bobby, Tony Sacco, and Jimmie Franklin. When I look at you. For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for guitar. Piano score by Elliot Lawrence. Professional copy. New York: Strand Music Corporation, 1939.


Van Alstyne, Egbert. When I was a dreamer (And you were my dream). For voice and piano. Words by Roger Lewis and Geo. A. Little. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1914. 5 copies.

Van Alstyne, Egbert. When I was a dreamer (And you were my dream). For voice and piano. Words by Roger Lewis and Geo. A. Little. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1914. Cover design by Einson. 8 copies.


Handman, Lou, and Dave Dreyer. When I was the dandy and you were the belle. From the production “The Perfect Fool.” For voice and piano, with chord diagrams for ukulele. Ukulele arrangement by May Singhi Breen. Words by Herman Ruby. New York: Irving Berlin Inc., 1924. Cover design by R. S. Cover features photograph of Jane Green in insert.


Van Alstyne, Egbert. When I was twenty one and you were sweet sixteen. For voice and piano. Words by Harry Williams. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1911. Cover design by Starmer. 5 copies. Copy 5 missing page 5 of score.


Dresser, Paul. When I’m away from you, dear. For voice and piano. Cover design by Starmer. Cover features photograph of R. J. Jose in insert.


Ball, Ernest R. When Irish eyes are smiling. For voice and piano in D. Lyric by Chauncey Olcott and Geo. Graff, Jr. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1912. 2 copies.
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Arnheim, Albert A. When Rose and Bee Were Wed. for voice and piano. New York: Richard A. Saalfield, 1901.

Frisch, Al. When Roses Are In Bloom. For voice and piano with ukulele chords. New York: Republic Music Corp., 1941.


Whiting, Richard A. When Shall We Meet Again. For voice and piano. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1921. 2 copies.


Ellis, James G. When the Bonnie, Bonnie Heather is Blooming (I'll Return Annie Laurie to you). For voice and piano. Chicago: Frank K. Root & Co., 1915.


Pratt, W.A. When the Fields are White With Daisies. For voice and piano. New York: Hamilton S. Gordon, 1904.

Cameron, Al. When the Flow’rs Are Blooming In The Springtime. For voice and piano with ukulele chords. San Francisco: Villa Moret Inc., 1932.


White, Raymond. When the Green Leaves Turn to Gold. For voice and piano. Troy, NY: Koninsky Music Co., 1905.


Von Tilzer, Harry. When the Harvest Days Are Over. For voice and piano. New York: Shapiro, Bernstein & Von Tilzer, 1900.


Howard, Richard. When the Leaves Come Tumbling Down. For voice and piano. New York: Leo Feist, Inc., 1922. 4 copies.


Lane, Gerald M. When the Lights Are Low. For voice and piano. Detroit: The Michigan Stove Company, [s.d.].


Blanke, H.B. When the Mocking Birds are Singing in the Wildwood. For voice and piano. New York: Jerome H. Remick & Co., 1906. 2 copies.

Smith, Kate, Harry Woods and Howard Johnson. When the Moon Comes Over the Mountain. For voice and piano. New York: Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Corp., 1931. 5 copies.


Bratton, John W. When the Moon is in the Sky. In The Pearl and the Pumpkin. For voice and piano. New York: W. Witmark & Sons, 1905. 2 copies.

Baytha, Chas. When the Moon Shines in Coral Gables. For voice and piano with ukulele chords. New York: Irving Berlin Inc., 1924.

Cobb, George L. When the Moon was Hanging Low. For voice and piano. Buffalo, NY: H.C. Weasner & Co., 1917.


Schmidt, Johann C. When the Orioles Come North Again. For voice and piano. New York: Seminary Music Co., 1906. 2 copies.


Penn, Arthur A. When the Sun Goes Down. For two voices and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1924. 2 copies.


Van Wagenen, Geo. When The Vesper Bells At Twilight Sweetly Chime. For voice and piano. New York: Seminary Music Co., [s.d.]


Fletcher, George. When the Volunteers Parade. For voice and piano. Chicago: Fred W. King Music Co., 1902.


Sterling, Andrew B. When We Were Boys. For voice and piano. New York: Leo Feist, 1903.

Morse, Theodore F. When We Were Two Little Boys. For voice and piano. New York and Chicago: Howley, Haviland & Dresser, 1903.
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Rosoff, Chas. When You and I Were Seventeen. For voice and piano with ukulele chords. New York: Irving Berlin, Inc. 4 copies.

Butterfield, J. A. When You and I Were Young, Maggie. For voice and piano. New York: De Luxe Music Co. 4 copies.


Creamer and Layton. When You Look in the Eyes of a Mule. For voice and piano. New York: Chas. K. Harris, 1921.


Duganne, J. Mahlon. When You Play on the ‘Varisty Team. For voice and piano. [s.l.]: Davis Bros., 1908.


Clark, Kenneth S. When You Steal a Kiss, or Two (Making Love). For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1907. 2 copies.


Sherman, Al. When You Waltz With the One You Love. For voice and piano. San Francisco: Villa Moret, Inc., 1926.


Thornton, James. When You Were Sweet Sixteen. For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark and Sons, 1898. 3 copies.


De Rose, Peter. When Your Hair Has Turned to Silver (I Will Love You Just the Same). For voice and piano with ukulele or banjulele banjo chords. New York: Joe Morris Music Co., 1930. 2 copies.
Swan, E.A. When Your Lover Has Gone. For voice and piano with guitar chords. New York: Remick Music Corp., 1931. 2 copies.


Hein, Silvio. When You’re All Dressed Up and No Place to Go. For voice and piano. New York: T. B. Harms & Francis, Day, and Hunter, 1913.


Britton, James. Where is the Jay that Sprung “Ta-Ra-Ra-Boom-Der-Ay.” For voice and piano. [s.l.]: James Britton, 1892.


Straus, Oscar. While Hearts are Singing. For voice and piano with ukulele chords. New York: Famous Music Corp., 1931. 2 copies.


Ball, Ernest R. While the Rivers of Love Flow On. For voice and piano. New York: M. Witmark & Sons, 1913. 5 copies.
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